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TIPS ON POSTER & PRESENTATION DESIGN

Visual appeal and 
relevance of topic 
are key

Career Development Webinar Series
Disseminating Delirium Research





 Is the poster trying to be a mini paper? 

o Are the bullet items actually paragraphs?

 Could anything be expressed graphically? 

 Too many pictures squeezed in? 

 References taking up too much space? 

 Too many mismatched colors and font sizes?

 What is essential, and what can be eliminated?  

Check list for clutter: 





 Large enough font to be legible?

 Headings bolded? 

 Decimal numbers aligned to the right? 

 Side by side tables aligned vertically / horizontally?

 Table captions large enough?  

 Colors in table match the overall color scheme? 

Check list for tables: 





 Does the image help illustrate the point?

 Pixilated at 100% zoom? 

 Skewed? 

 Needs cropping? 

 Uniform style with other images? 

 Layout aligns well with the other images? 

 Needs transparent background?

Check list for images: 



To resize correctly: 
drag original picture 
by corner, then zoom 
to 100% to check for 
pixilation. 

Yikes! 
First revert to 
original size, 
then resize again

To revert to original size: 
right-click pic ->
format picture 

Notice disproportion Fix disproportion

Do not drag here

Do not drag here

Drag here









 Bullets aligned and uniform? 

 Heading background widths equal?

 All elements aligned vertically and horizontally?

 All line widths equal and lines aligned? 

 White spaces around elements uniform? 

Check list for alignment: 





 All bullet hierarchies the same size and style? 

 Text in all text boxes the same size and style?

 Any elements look like they were squeezed in? 

 Side by side pictures the same height? 

 Tables and camptions have large enough text? 

Check list for size: 





 Is there a color scheme of no more than 3 colors?

 Different shade mismatches? 

 Font colors match the color scheme?

 Bullets the same color and style?  

Check list for color: 





Sometimes a graphic tells it better than a bullet list

• Font
• Colors
• Resources
• Content
• Image Sizes
• Templates
• Alignment



“Visual memory is stronger that the ability to recall spoken and 
written text. 

Ideas presented graphically are easier to remember than those 
represented as words. 

Takes 1/10 second to understand a good visual, vs much longer 
to read even a short paragraph”

This paper is an excellent source of tips on poster 
design and lists many other references on the topic

Siedlecki SL. How to create a poster that attracts an audience. AJN.
2017;117(3):48-54  |  https://doi.org/10.1097/01.NAJ.0000513287.29624.7e

https://doi.org/10.1097/01.NAJ.0000513287.29624.7e




 Do the references look like an afterthought?

 Do they have tiny font in order to fit?

 Checked for accuracy? 

 Accounted for text?  

 AMA style? 

 Long titles omitted due to space constraints? 

Check list for references: 





 If acknowledging a grant, is the grant number correct?

 If acknowledging a mentee, is the name correct? 

 Font legible?  

 Centered well at bottom? 

Check list for acknowledgments





A “less is more” type of presentation design where
pictures rather than text deliver the message

Assertion-Evidence Framework:
New trend is presentation design



Example of what an 
Assertion-Evidence style 
slide may look like

The main point is 
illustrated using a 
picture instead of text



New trend in 
poster design, 
developed by 
Mike Morrison, 
while a PhD 
candidate in 
organizational 
psychology at 
Michigan State 
University. 



MD

Are the bullets in bulleted items aligned and uniform? 

Are all elements aligned vertically and horizontally?

Is there an acknowledgement? 

Items checked and confirmed: alignment, bullets, acknowledgements 



Are the white spaces around elements uniform? 

Items checked and confirmed: uniform white spaces 



Items checked and confirmed: table alignment, and image alignment



Names omitted to protect privacy

Items checked and confirmed: color scheme



Names omitted to protect privacy

Items checked and 
confirmed: 

uniform spaces, 
alignment of all 
elements

No pictures, but 
color scheme and 
gradient with 
proper alignment 
are enough to 
make the poster
stand out



This instructional template is available to download: 
https://sites.psu.edu/esz3/?page_id=947

https://sites.psu.edu/esz3/?page_id=947


Names omitted to protect privacy

Omitted

Different header heights

Bullet style and alignment issues

Different line widths, uneven white spaces

Icons have white borders

Not enough white space

Mismatched color shades



Are the photos resized in proportion?

Problems with references?

The bottom box is protruding

Names removed to protect privacy

Skewed image
Logo was squeezed 
to fit 

Problem with edges
Bottom pink box was 
dragged too far up

Allignment issues



Could some of the text be 
presented as graphics 

or as infographics? 



Free Images: 

Font Size Chart:
https://www.posterpresentations.com/how-to-determine-poster-font-sizes.html

 https://www.google.com/advanced_image_search
 https://www.cleanpng.com/
 https://pixabay.com
 https://icons8.com/ (icons, photos, vectors)

Scientific paper on presentation design: 
Siedlecki SL. How to create a poster that attracts an audience. AJN. 2017;117(3):48-54
https://doi.org/10.1097/01.NAJ.0000513287.29624.7e

NIDUS Career Development Resources:
 YouTube channel webinar playlist:  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLgi7I1UZ9AFVjI9tcLEHUl8kCr_foJEYA
 NIDUS Delirium Network website: https://deliriumnetwork.org/career-development/
 Twitter: @NIDUS_Delirium

https://sites.psu.edu/esz3/?page_id=947

Poster Samples and Download Instructional Template: 

https://doi.org/10.1097/01.NAJ.0000513287.29624.7e
https://deliriumnetwork.org/career-development/
https://sites.psu.edu/esz3/?page_id=947
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